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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and three-dimensional localization precision of a double helix
point spread function (DH-PSF) can be significantly improved by applying variable-angle illumination epifluorescence microscopy (VAI, also commonly known as “pseudo-TIRF” or “quasi-TIRF”).
Here, we performed a quantitative analysis of the dependence of SNR and localization precision on
the number of measured photons and the incident angle for static particles under both low (at a planar index-matched interface) and high (within a porous silica matrix) fluorescent background conditions. We found that under noisier imaging conditions, the SNR and localization precision
obtained using VAI are up to fivefold and threefold greater, respectively, than those obtained using
epi-illumination. Moreover, we demonstrate that the combination of DH-PSF and VAI can significantly improve the accuracy of the measured diffusion coefficient for mobile particles, even at a relatively large distance (50 lm) from the boundary of the optical cell. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984133]

Three-dimensional (3D) super-resolution localization
and tracking have been of increasing interest1,2 due to their
unique abilities to characterize dynamic molecular behavior
in heterogeneous environments. Various schemes have been
developed to achieve 3D localization, e.g., z-stacks using
confocal imaging,3 multifocal imaging,4 orbital scanning,5
astigmatism,6–8 total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM),9 feedback approaches,10–13 stimulated emission depletion microscopy,14 and double-helix point spread
function (DH-PSF) modulation.15,16 Each of these has
advantages and disadvantages with respect to temporal and
spatial resolution, as well as the ability to track multiple molecules simultaneously. In particular, DH-PSF enables simultaneous and high-throughput tracking of multiple particles/
molecules within a field of view with the extended depth and
high temporal and nanoscale spatial resolution.17–20 In a typical DH-PSF modulation, a standard Airy disc PSF splits
into two lobes that rotate around their midpoint along the
axial dimension. Thus, an emitter can be localized in 3D by
determining the center of the two lobes and the angle
between them. However, engineering the PSF into two lobes
spreads the intensity of the emitter at nominal focus over
more sensor pixels, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) per pixel, which is vital to the localization precision
of dim emitters.21,22
In general, SNR can be improved by increasing the excitation (laser) intensity. However, in many cases, this simultaneously leads to increased background levels and rapid
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photo-bleaching of fluorescent emitters. Recently, Yu et al.
demonstrated that the light-sheet microscopy (LSM) technique can improve the SNR of DH-PSF, compared to
epifluorescence, by reducing the out-of-focus background,
resulting in an improvement of localization precision by a
factor of 2.20 While LSM is a powerful approach, it is
highly specialized, requiring a complex and custom-built
arrangement of the illumination and detection paths and cannot be easily applied to typical wide-field or total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopes that are available
in most chemical and biological laboratories. In contrast,
variable-angle illumination epifluorescence microscopy
(VAI), also referred to as pseudo-TIRF or quasi-TIRF, is a
straightforward and flexible means to illuminate a wide variety of bulk samples, using an inclined excitation source with
an angle of incidence smaller than the critical angle. The
angle of incidence can be varied continuously, enhancing the
flexibility of the imaging conditions. Importantly, VAI is
broadly accessible since the experimental realizations of
VAI and TIRF are identical. In the TIRF mode, the illumination beam is incident at an angle higher than the critical
angle for total internal reflection, and fluorescence excitation
is provided by an evanescent field, dramatically reducing
background fluorescence but severely limiting the sample
depth at which imaging can be performed. In VAI, however,
a highly inclined beam (at an angle smaller than the critical
angle) propagates into the sample in a tilted slice in order to
decrease the out-of-focus fluorescence.23–25 The combination
of VAI and DH-PSF has, in the past, achieved successful
tracking of single mRNA molecules in bacteria.26 However,
various previous studies have suggested that the applicability
of VAI is limited to regions of interest within a few
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micrometers of the coverslip.24,27–29 Since this is often cited
as a limitation of VAI, it is important to determine the ability
of the technique to track particles far from the sample boundary30,31 and to determine how this ability, the SNR, and
localization precision depend on imaging conditions and
parameters (e.g., noise level and angle of incidence).
In this letter, we present a systematic and quantitative
evaluation of the SNR and localization precision of fluorescent dye-doped particles using either VAI (as a function of
the incident angle) or wide-field epi-illumination (EPI) modes
(henceforth referred to as epi-illumination) at low excitation
intensities in order to mimic the behavior of a dim emitter,
under low-noise and high-noise conditions. Two conditions
were examined in detail: (1) immobile particles at a refractive
index-matched interface between 2,20 -thiodiethanol and a
microscope slide and (2) immobile particles on the interior
walls of a porous material (inverse opal) with relatively high
background fluorescence. Moreover, we examined the SNR
of diffusing particles in bulk liquid at distances as large as
50 lm above a microscope slide surface using both VAI and
epi-illumination modalities. The sample preparation is given
in detail in the supplementary material.
The DH-PSF was created using a Double Helix
SPINDLETM module (Double Helix LLC, Boulder) that was
attached in the image train of a Nikon Ti-Eclipse total internal reflection fluorescence microscope, as shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). The details of experiments are described in the supplementary material. The two illumination modalities, i.e.,
epi-illumination and VAI, can be realized by tuning the laser
incident angle [Fig. 1(c)]. A laser beam with a high incident

angle, h, illuminates the focal volume while minimizing the
excitation of fluorophores/emitters in the out-of-focus volume,32 increasing the contrast of the fluorescence image
significantly compared to that of images obtained using epiillumination [Fig. 1(c)]. To demonstrate this quantitatively,
we first obtained fluorescence images of particles at an indexmatched thiodiethanol (TDE)/glass interface at varying h
[case 1 in Fig. 1(d)]. Even at a very low excitation intensity
(0.06 mW), particles could be identified by discerning the
two lobes of the DH-PSF at h  73 , indicating that VAI
modulation effectively suppressed the background fluorescence to enhance SNR [Fig. 2(a)]. While particles could be
observed using epi-illumination at a higher laser intensity
(0.35 mW), the SNR was still much smaller than when using
VAI modulation. To ensure that the SNR decrease was not
caused by photo-bleaching of the fluorescent particles, the
laser beam angle was varied from VAI to epi-illumination
and back. Under these low power excitation conditions, the
decrease in the number of photons detected due to bleaching
was less than 3%–5%. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) demonstrate this

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. (a) A standard Nikon
Ti-Eclipse wide-field microscope. (b) The DH-PSF is implemented using a
Double-Helix SPINDLETM module that resides between the microscope and
the camera and relays the image plane through the Fourier domain where the
phase mask is inserted to modulate the incoming light and engineer the PSF.
(c) A magnified schematic of the two illumination modalities. In wide-field
epi-illumination (EPI), the excited light enters along the optical axis,
whereas in the VAI mode, the illumination enters near the edge of the objective and is capable of exciting a thin section (albeit thicker than that of total
internal refection illumination) of the specimen for better optical sectioning.
Two cases were examined: (d) immobile fluorescent particles at a refractive
index-matched interface and (e) particles adsorbed on the interior walls of
an inverse opal with a high background. A top view scanning electron
microscope image of an inverse opal is also shown.

FIG. 2. DH-PSF images of a fluorescent bead excited at laser intensities of
(a) 0.06 mW and (b) 0.35 mW, with the angle of the excitation beam, h,
ranging from 0 to 78 . The scale bar represents 1 lm. Heat-map representations of the fluorescence intensity of DH-PSF images of the same fluorescent
particle excited by a laser intensity of 0.35 mW at (c) h ¼ 78 or (d) 0 .
Scatter plots of 50 3D localizations for a single fluorescent particle excited
by a laser intensity of 0.35 mW at h ¼ (e) 78 or (f) 0 . (g) The improvement
coefficient, kL (as defined in the text), as a function of the measured number
of photons in the VAI mode for a particle adsorbed at a planar refractive
index-matched interface (filled black squares) or within an inverse opal with
high background fluorescence/scattering (open red circles). (h) The localization precision (standard deviation, r) versus the number of photons (N) in
the VAI mode. The data in all three dimensions are well-described by a
power law function rx,y,z  N–a, where a is in the range of 0.5–0.55.
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explicitly, showing heat-map representations of DH-PSF
images of the same fluorescent particle at h ¼ 78 or 0 .
Specifically, the number of photons detected above the background exhibited an approximately two-fold improvement in
the VAI mode (see Table I, No. 4).
The 3D position of each emitter was determined using
the DH-TRAXTM software (Double Helix LLC, Boulder)
that fitted the two lobes of the DH-PSF using a double 2D
Gaussian function.16,33 The lateral (x, y) particle position
was determined by finding the midpoint of the two lobe centers, and the z position was extracted by interpolating the
angle between two lobes from a calibration curve. The calibration curve was generated by recording images of a
100 nm fluorescent bead with 6200 detected photons at different z positions operated by using a piezoelectric objective
z-positioner with 100 nm increments over around 4 lm. The
number of photons was determined by summing the total
intensity counts within the two lobes of the point spread
function, subtracting the baseline camera bias (100 counts
for the iXon) and multiplying the result by the ratio of preamplification/EM (electron multiplying) gain. The EM gain
was controlled by the acquisition software, and the preamplification gain was obtained from the data sheet that was
included with the camera.34 To determine the localization
precision of an immobile particle at a TDE/glass interface,
we recorded 50 images at h ¼ 0 or 78 to measure the standard deviation of the 3D position. Representative examples
obtained at an excitation intensity of 0.35 mW are shown in
Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). The standard deviations of the measured
mean positions in the x, y, and z dimensions represent the
localization precisions rx, ry, and rz, respectively. The localization precision magnitude r is defined as r ¼ (rx2 þ ry2 þ
ry2)1/2.35 Table I lists the localization precision and measured
number of photons for a single fluorescent particle under VAI
and epi-illumination excitation, clearly demonstrating that the
localization precision was significantly improved in the VAI
mode. To quantify the improvement in localization precision,
we defined an improvement coefficient kL as the ratio of the
localization precision magnitude in the VAI mode to that in
epi-illumination, kL ¼ rVAI/rEpi, for the same particle at the
same laser intensity. Figure 2(g) shows kL as a function of the

number of photons detected in the VAI mode (filled black
squares). Under these low background conditions, the
improvement ratio was generally around kL  1.7, indicating
an approximate 50% improvement in localization precision.
Interestingly, the improvement in localization precision
was even more dramatic under noisier imaging conditions,
where fluorescent particles were immobilized inside an
inverse opal. Again, the SNR and localization precision were
obtained by acquiring 50 images at h ¼ 0 or 78 with laser
intensities ranging from 0.15 to 1.18 mW. The results are
listed in Table II, and Fig. 2(g) shows the improvement factor kL vs. photons measured above the background (open red
circles). kL was as large as 3 at low intensities, decreasing to
approximately 2 at strong excitation, indicating an improvement in the 200%–300% range. Moreover, we found that the
SNR had an approximately fivefold increase (Table II), consistent with a previous observation of nuclear pore complexes on the nuclear envelope under high background
conditions.23 Taken together, these results indicated that the
combination of VAI and DH-PSF is more effective when the
background noise is high.
To better understand the reasons for improved localization precision using VAI, we plotted the localization precisions, rx, ry, and rz, for a particle with 300–2000 measured
photons per frame as the incident angle h was varied in the
range of 0 –78 using three different laser intensities (0.58
mW, 0.90 mW, and 1.18 mW). As shown in Fig. 2(h), the
localization error decreases nonlinearly with an increase in
the number of photons. The plot was well described by a
power law function, rx,y,z  N–a, where a was in the range of
0.5–0.55 and N represents the number of photons. This explicitly demonstrates that the increase in localization precision is
simply a function of the number of photons detected over
background and follows a well-established relationship.21,36,37
To assess the ability of the combination of VAI and
DH-PSF in dynamic experiments for low photon count applications, we tracked 3D particle diffusion in the TDE solution
at a vertical distance of 50 lm above the bottom glass surface of the liquid cell. The concentration was adjusted to
ensure that fewer than 10 particles were observed in a
40  40 lm view in each frame. Five movies with 3 min

TABLE I. Number of measured photons above the background and localization precision, r, rx, ry, and rz, for a single particle immobilized at a TDE/glass
interface imaged using VAI or epi-illumination at varying laser intensities.
Laser intensity (mW)

Photons measured

rx (nm)

ry (nm)

rz (nm)

r (nm)

Type of illumination

1

0.06

2

0.15

3

0.26

4

0.35

5

0.58

6

0.90

7

1.18

270 6 69
…
521 6 89
224 6 52
653 6 97
334 6 59
812 6 121
384 6 73
1396 6 180
598 6 99
1768 6 162
756 6 100
2080 6 209
1012 6 126

27.8
…
18.4
34.5
17.6
21.8
15.5
25.5
12.4
17.4
7.6
14.2
9.4
10.0

22.2
…
15.6
33.3
10.1
23.9
10.1
17.1
8.2
16.5
7.1
13.2
6.7
9.6

42.4
…
22.9
37.5
21.8
33.02
17.3
30.1
12.0
21.8
16.4
20.1
9.9
15.1

55.3
…
33.3
41.6
29.8
40.8
25.3
43.0
19.1
32.4
19.4
27.9
15.2
20.5

VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi

Expt #
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TABLE II. Number of photon and localization precision, r, rx, ry, rz, of a single particle immobilized on the interior walls of an inverse opal imaged using
VAI or epi-illumination at varying laser intensities.
Laser intensity (mW)

Photons measured

rx (nm)

ry (nm)

rz (nm)

r (nm)

Type of illumination

1

0.15

2

0.2

3

0.26

4

0.35

5

0.58

6

0.90

7

1.18

1049 6 116
210 6 54
6051 6 136
1307 6 56
1356 6 157
306 6 54
2012 6 138
404 6 74
3051 6 218
743 6 79
4376 6 364
992 6 145
5428 6 522
1223 6 151

12.3
28.4
8.9
30.0
10.2
26.5
7.1
25.4
6.5
15.3
6.1
12.4
5.0
12.8

10.2
27.0
8.5
25.8
8.2
22.3
5.9
20.2
4.7
12.2
4.8
9.6
3.8
8.6

15.7
49.0
14.7
31.2
12.7
34.7
11.2
29.9
9.4
18.0
15.1
24.0
9.4
15.8

22.4
62.7
19.2
50.4
18.2
49.0
14.6
44.2
12.4
26.6
17.0
28.7
11.3
22.1

VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi
VAI
Epi

Expt #

duration were continuously captured at multiple lateral locations. The acquisition time for each frame was 0.05 s under
laser excitation at 0.35 mW/cm2. Adjacent identified positions were linked to establish trajectories using a customdeveloped algorithm that was previously described.31 Each
track was terminated when a particle diffused out of the field
of view or focal volume or was photobleached. A typical trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Notably, in a 15 min period,
a total of 2594 and 503 trajectories (with lengths longer than
3 steps) were acquired using VAI and epi-illumination for
the same solution, respectively. We found that the number of
trajectories and the mean number of photons detected in
two illumination modes were different [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)].
Specifically, the mean photon count using VAI was approximately 1.4 times larger than that using epi-illumination. This
value was consistent at imaging depths in the range of
10–50 lm above the bottom glass surface. In fact, this value
vastly underestimates the actual improvement because relatively dimmer particles have much lower SNR in epiillumination and were therefore not even detected by the
localization algorithm.
We further quantified the ensemble-average mean squared
displacement (MSD) according to hr(Dt)2i ¼ h[r(t þ Dt)
 r(t)]2i, where r(t) denotes the 3D position at time t, and the
brackets represent the ensemble average. Figure 2(c) shows the
ensemble-average MSD versus Dt. The plot of MSD versus
Dt was well described by the relation hr(Dt)2i ¼ 6DbulkDt,
to yield the average bulk diffusion coefficients DVAI ¼ 0.22
6 0.01 and DEpi ¼ 0.17 6 0.01 lm2/s when using VAI and

epi-illumination modes, respectively. Since the particle solution was identical in the two cases, we hypothesized that this
difference was due to the fact that smaller and more weakly
fluorescent particles were not identified in the epi-illumination
mode, thereby biasing the observations to the brighter objects.
To test this interpretation, we analyzed only the brighter trajectories obtained using VAI by removing trajectories with mean
photon counts less than 500. Indeed, the MSD as a function of
Dt from these filtered trajectories [open black squares in Fig.
3(c)] coincided with the data obtained by epi-illumination,
yielding a diffusion coefficient of 0.17 6 0.01 lm2/s. These
results demonstrate that insufficient SNR can cause biased
diffusion results because of a potential correlation between
fluorescent intensity and diffusion coefficient on a particle-byparticle basis.
Using the Stokes-Einstein equation, the measured diffusion coefficient (0.22 6 0.01 lm2/s) corresponded to a hydrodynamic radius of 15 nm, compared with the nominal radius
of 10 nm as quoted by the manufacturer. The hydrodynamic
radius is often found to be larger than the physical particle
size as determined using electron microscopy.38–40
In summary, we have provided a quantitative analysis of
how the combination of VAI and DH-PSF improves the
SNR and 3D localization precision. The explicit connection
between the localization precision and number of photons
above the background under low and high noise conditions
are listed in Tables I and II. We found that the improvements
associated with VAI were more dramatic under noisier imaging conditions. In particular, the localization precision of a
FIG. 3. (a) A representative trajectory
with 95 steps taken by the VAI mode in
the TDE solution. (b) Number and (c)
mean photon counts of trajectories accumulated using VAI or epi-illumination
under the same experimental conditions.
(d) Ensemble MSD vs lag time for diffusing particles in the bulk solution
imaged by both illumination modalities.
The “VAI-filtered” data refer to the
analysis of “brighter” particles as
described in the main text. Solid lines
indicate linear fits.
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dim emitter was increased by a factor as large as 3 under
conditions with high background fluorescence/scattering. We
also demonstrated that the combination of DH-PSF and VAI
can improve the accuracy of the measured diffusion coefficient for mobile particles, even at relatively large distances
(50 lm) from the boundary of the optical cell. Finally, we
would like to highlight that the use of VAI can be extended
to other image-based 3D localization techniques, especially
techniques involving PSF engineering.17,41–47
See supplementary material for details of the sample
preparation and the imaging setup.
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